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From: moesefamily <moesefamily@aol.com>
To: bahar <bahar@acbl.org>

Bcc: sam <sam@sammarksbridge.com>; honorsbridge <honorsbridge@gmail.com>; judyeo1 <judyeo1@cox.net>; jepenn
<jepenn@gmail.com>; rhcarle <rhcarle@msn.com>; lstarzec <lstarzec@comcast.net>; mrturk <mrturk@comcast.net>;
bhellerb <bhellerb@gmail.com>

Subject: Re: On limiting or controlling sanctions
Date: Mon, Nov 13, 2017 9:49 pm

Hi Bahar,

Given the discernment so far, our committee finds this a very complex.  We find sympathies for:

1) Small clubs who serve underserved player communities, especially retirement communities.
2) Large clubs who invest in a full range of services and must cover a different cost structure to stay in business.
3) That Club Owner Equity is difficult to establish and easily lost in the face of unbridled competition.
4) That new clubs on the rise are different from and should be handled differently from old clubs in demise even though their
table counts are momentarily equal.  
5) That club density and active player density need to match better than they do today.  
6) That club owners losing tables and games at night to online bridge need a solution/option to stay in business.  Even if it
means starting an online club.  
7) That club owners who recruit, educate and retain, should be rewarded and awarded business advantages compared to
club owners who simply show up, run a game, and go home.   

Parity Issues:
1) Compensation to club owners for nearby tournaments.  
2) Bounties for creating members and tournament players.
3) If a subsidized large club running a low price game puts a full service club out of business, is the ecosystem better or worse
off?
4) Clubs refuse to offer ACBL events or special games, depriving their players of attractive competitive experiences.  

Of note we talk about clubs as if that is the only meaningful way bridge is organized locally.  Not true,  There are some 110
Unit-owned facilities that assume the capital risk for playing space and rent space to several club owners. You might want to
check your clubs by address where they play.  Cincinnati did close to 6000 tables last year, on a base of about 2.2 MM
population.  The current codes make this arrangement very difficult to manage. Yet given the likely future difficulty for smaller
clubs to find appropriate space, arrangements like these shoudl be the norm rather than the exception - resources and risk
are scaled and shared.  

I woudl very much like to see great collaboration with HQ on this effort, even led by HQ because I believe this is where right
change has to be led from.  The more the HQ leadership knows and lives the needs of clubs, the better solutions we can
expect to see.  Innovation requires immersion in the problem.  

Yes, I will be in San Diego for the Meetings Saturday.  The few Committee members will gather informally at 9 AM before the
Board of Governors Meeting. Look forward to seeing you there.

Happy Thanksgiving in advance.  

Regards,
Steve Moese K082411 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Bahar Gidwani <bahar@acbl.org> 
To: moesefamily <moesefamily@aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Nov 13, 2017 4:16 pm 
Subject: RE: On limiting or controlling sanctions 

Took me a while to process your comments.  I sought input from various other parties on the issues involved
with incentivizing or punishing clubs.
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I agree that carrots are better than sticks.  However, there is a large faction of ACBL that is interested in
protecting smaller clubs.  They worry that failing to support these clubs will:

hurt local bridge;
deny older players a comfortable place to play less challenging bridge
raise card fess (smaller clubs without teaching and other programs tend to have lower card fees).
 
Bigger clubs have more of a voice in ACBL.  They can afford to relate with their local Unit and District, can
send people to BoG meetings, etc.  We need to find a way to give smaller clubs a say in any new club program—
and give them incentives to better cooperate with big clubs (and our org as a whole).
 
My suggestion is that we work together after San Diego to form a research team.  Survey clubs (we could do a
100% survey if we are willing to use HQ people to call clubs and ask them questions!).  Propose new ideas and
gather feedback on them.  Maybe test/trial some new programs in a few clubs and then share the results with
others.
 
This could be an ongoing process rather than a one-time thing.  I don’t want to form “task forces” and
“committees”—I’d prefer to have it be operational and driven by HQ people.  But, we’d have to have strong
representation from Clubs—maybe some kind of advisory board or referendum mechanism?
 
Hope this isn’t too abstract.  I don’t want to invent new bureaucracies and more layers of control.  But, I do want
to do the right thing for all Clubs—and make sure that we do things that are positive for teachers, Units, and
Districts, too.
 
Will you be in San Diego?  I think there is a Club Committee meeting at some point.  Am I invited to join?  Let
me know.
 
Bahar Gidwani, CFA, FSA 
CEO, ACBL
662-253-3175 (o)
901-314-5975 (c) 
bahar.gidwani@acbl.org 

 
From: moesefamily@aol.com [mailto:moesefamily@aol.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 24, 2017 7:51 PM 
To: Bahar Gidwani <bahar@acbl.org>; Dan Storch <dan.storch@acbl.org> 
Subject: On limi�ng or controlling sanc�ons
 
Hi Bahar,
 
I wanted to distill the BOG Teacher & Club Manager committee deliberation on this very important topic.
 
The committee sees this as a very difficult process that lacks an objective quantitative framework.  The committee believes
decisions like these must be about what is best for bridge and not best for any segment of clubs over another. 
 
On the metric of distance, the question arises what does distance mean in a densely populated urban center like NYC?
Take this one step further - does a club that chooses to operate near where people live expect or deserve relief from a club
that decides to locate near where people work?  We are reasonably sure that the exclusion radius is a function of:
 
Population
Distance
Transportation
Member density
Prospect density
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Demographics (education, income, etc.)
 
Even then it is very difficult to judge what's fair.  
 
While price competition hurts some clubs and favors others, in the long run it tends to favor the member/consumer.  We
shouldn't step in the way of such competition without clear evidence of destructive/predatory behavior.
 
Instead the committee favors an approach that would identify clubs by their services offered, and their ability to recruit,
train and engage new players.  The better clubs will perform better on a population density adjusted basis.  Were we to
consider all clubs recruiting as a function of population in their immediate vicinity, we can reward both the clubs that create
mega increments of new members and also those clubs that perform above the expected recruitment rate based on
population density, income, and other salient demographics (perhaps # people above 50 yrs old).  
 
What kind of rewards woudl be meaningful?  Let them run a gold rush game at clubs for <750 MP (R)  players 1 to 4 times
a year based on measured achievements in either table count or member recruitment or both.  Do not offer these to less-
than-full-service clubs.  
 
In addition, consider treating unit or district owned venues (Multiple clubs at one address) as one entity for the sake of
these metrics.  The ACBL has discouraged these arrangements, but these might become more necessary as overheads
increase over time. Face to face clubs might need to adopt a shared space to survive economically.   
 
We express reservations that Units Boards are able to be disinterested in decisions like these in their areas.  Governance
is not a Unit Board's forte, and many board members direct or own clubs.  
 
Instead of the stick, we recommend you consider the carrot.
 
Submitted Respectfully, 
Steve Moese, Chair BoG T&CM Committee
K082411


